Education 4 you

An organisation for and by refugees
Who am i?

- language
- Questions are always welcome
- 7 years in 15 minutes.
2012 till 2018 rebuild everything!
With a rubber boat to Greece
Protesting for documents
Staying in a prison
Who we are?
How did we actually start?
What makes us unique?

- Courses are in the weekend
- We have been in the same position as our students and therefore, we understand their struggles best
- We aim to anticipate on that by addressing the obstacles and barriers refugee students face

- Our students describe Education for You as their:
  - Safe place and Family
#1yearchallenge
Van 40 studenten naar meer dan 250 studenten uit heel Nederland!
What do we offer?

Study traject

Courses and exam trainings in:

- Mathematics
- Chemistry
- Physics
- English
- Biology
- Medical communication
- Mentoring
What happened with our students from last year?
and keep Trying
mbaghdadi@Edu4u.nl